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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper answers a question concerning the expansion of functions in 
an absolutely convergent series of Jacobi polynomials. The Jacobi poly- 
nomials Pts8’( x are orthogonal on the interval [- 1, l] with respect o the ) 
weight function 
(1 - X)“(l + X)B (a > -1, p > -1). 
They satisfy the relation 
(1 - x)*(1 + x)V;‘B)(X) = * ($)“{(l - x)n+a(l + X)n+fl} U-1) 
(see SzegG [5, Section 4.3]), usually called Rodrigues’s formula. The 
orthogonality property is given by 
with 
s ’ P:@‘(x) P;@‘(x)(l - x)“(l + x)6 dx = /&(a, /3) a,,, (1.2) -1 
2u+B+lr(n + Lx + 1) Qn + /3 + 1) 
h7doly I31 = (2n + a + p + l)n! F(n + 01 + /3 + 1) ’ (1.3) 
6 m,n =Oifm#nand6,,,=1ifm=n. 
With a functionf(x) we can associate a series: 
(1.4) 
where 
ak = (A,($ @))-I Q(x) Py’(x>(l - x)=(1 + xl8 dxy (1.5) 
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provided that the integral in (1.5) exists for all k. The coefficients uk are then 
called the Fourier coefficients of j(x). 
DEFINITION. A function f(x) is said to be in the class A(a, /?) if 
Cz=, I ak j / PfY”‘(x)l converges uniformly on the interval -1 < x < 1, where 
a, are the Fourier coeficients off(x). 
It is a well-known fact (see Szegij [5, Section 7.32]), that the Jacobi 
polynomials reach the maximum of their absolute value on the interval 
[- 1, l] at x = 1, provided that LY. 3 /3 and 01 3 -+. Since 
‘ck + O1 + ‘) = p:‘0’(1) = Jr! r(a + 1) 
o&a) , 
it follows that a necessary and sufficient condition for f (x) to be in A(cL, /3) 
(a > /I, 01 > -4) is 
Lgo I ah: I ka < ~0. (1.6) 
We shall study the question: for which values of y and 6 does 
f(x) E A(a, B) imply f(x) E 47, 6); (4 
whereol>/Iandol>--&? 
In the following it will always be assumed that (y. 3 max@, -4)), B > -1. 
2. THEOREMS 
There is a unique way of expressing the polynomials Pp*B’(x) in terms of 
the polynomials Pj”~“‘(x), j = 0, 1,2 ,..., k: 
Ppyx) = j$o c&, p; y, S) Pyyx). (2-l) 
The coefficients cjrc(ol, /3; y, 8) are defined to be 0 if j > k. Rivlin and 
Wilson [4] have proved the following: 
THEOREM 1. If y > 6, y 3 -4 and c&ol, /?; y, 6) > 0 for all j and k, 
then relation (A) holds. 
Proof. Let f (x) E A(cx, /3). Then 
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where the ak are given by (1.5). We now consider the expansion 
Then 
bi = (/$(y, S))-l f f(x) P;y~*‘(x)(l - x)‘(l + x)” dx 
P:yl”‘(x)( 1 - x)‘( 1 + x)” dx 
= i. ak /@i(Y7 ‘)>-l ,‘, ‘p’“’ (x) P;‘~“‘(x)( 1- x)‘(l + x)” dx\ 
The term-by-term integration is justified by the uniform convergence. Since 
y>Sandy>-$,weknowthat 
-,ql$X, 1 ly’(x)l = Pj’Yp”‘(l), .< .j=o,1,2 ).... 
Thus it remains to show that the sequence 
F, = ‘f I bj / P:yg”‘(l) 
j=O 
is bounded. 
Using the fact that cjrC(~, /I; y, 6) > 0 for all j and k, we obtain 
k=O j=o 
< i I ak I PE!O’(l) < 00. 
k=O 
Q.E.D. 
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It is known (see Askey [l]) that the positivity condition for c~~(oI, /3;y, 6) 
is satisfied in the following cases (see Fig. 1): 
(i) /3 = 6 and cy > y, y 2 6, 
(ii) 01 = fl, y = 6, and 01 > y, 
(iii) 01 = y, /3 = 6 - 12 (12 a positive integer), y 2 6. 
FIGURE 1. 
We shall prove now, that relation (A) holds in the following cases: 
6) 01 = y, B -=c 6, y > 6, 
(ii) 01= y + p, /3 = 6 + p, p > 0, y >, max(S, -&), 6 > -1. 
THEOREM 2. If y = CY. and 6 = ,6 + p, where p > 0 and y 3 6, then 
relation (A) holds. 
Proof. Following the proof of Theorem 1, it remains to show that the 
sequence 
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We now have 
P/y)(x) = 5 Cjk(cy, /9; a, p + p) Py+qx), 
j=O 
it follows from the identity 
ly’(x) = (- 1)” qq-x) (see Szegij [5, Section 4.11) 
that 
P;+‘(x) = i (- l)“-jcjk(a, p; a, /3 + p) Pyf~qx). 
j=O 
In Section 9.4 of Szegii [5] the following relation is derived: 
w+a+ 1) 
p!?sN’(x) = F&p) T(k + a + p + 1) 
x Pyfuqx). 
Hence 
r(k+(II+l)r(k+j+or+13+1)r(k-j---) 
x~(j+~+Is+cL+1)(2j+~+B+~++1) 
X r(k -j + 1) rCj + a: + 1) 
x P:,*s+ql). 
Since T(k + ~u)/T(k) = O(k), we can estimate the order of magnitude of F, . 
F,,, < c 5 j a, I k-B i (k + j)-“-l(k -J)-u--tj’=+B+~+~ 
k=O j=O 
m [k/PI 
< C c i a, / k-8-u-l 
k=O ( 
C k-u-lj~fi%dl + t km+S+u+l(k -n-e-l) 
j=O j=[k/Z]+l 
< c i / ak I k” < 00. 
k=O 
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THEOREM 3. If y = 01 - p and 6 = p - p, where p > 0 and 
y 3 max(6, -$), 6 > - 1, then relation (A) holds. 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
j. I Cjk(% p; 01 - p, p - p)I PF-@ql) = O&e). 
Substituting the values of cjk(ol, /3; 01 - p, /3 - CL), we obtain 
; P)“-+“‘(l)(hj(o - p, ,B - p))-’ 
j=O 
Is 
1 
X 
-1 
P;@‘(x) P;‘a-U+U)(~)(l - x)“-“(1 + x)0-~ dxl 
= ,To t 
k r(j+CY+f--~+1)(21+ol+B--~+l) 
I-Ya - p + 1) n.i + p - p + 1) 1 
II 
77 
X 
0 
Ple*,a)(cos 0) P~-“+u)(cos 0) sm - ( . fJ-+1 (,,, ;)sdsi’+l de 1. 
We will take the liberty of omitting lower order terms in k when they are 
inessential. 
We shall take the integral over [0, n/2] only. The interval [n/2, ~1 can 
be handled similarly. It suffices to show that 
t 1 
;oi~-u+’ 
x / ,I;” (sin !!)z’p2u~i1 (co, $2R2ut1 p~h’)(cos 0) p?-M-u) (cos 0) de 1 
= O(k”). 
We need the following estimates for Jacobi polynomials and Bessel functions: 
I Pyycos e)] < An”, 0<+, (2.2) 
(SzegG [5, 7.32.6]), 
/ PfJ)(cos @I < An-1j2&-1/2, O<h$, (2.3) 
I J&4 < Ax=, O<x<l, (Szegij [5, 1.71.10]), (2.4) 
I J,(x)j < AX-~/~, x 2 1, (SzegS [5, 1.71.1 l]), (2.5) 
J,(x) = (Qy2 ( cos x - OL; - $) + 0(x-3/2), (Szegij 5, 1.71.71). 
(2.6) 
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We shall also need the Sonine integral 
I 
m glt) J,(bt) dt = (a” - by-1 
o &tu-v-l p--Y-lawj+~ ’ a > b (Watson [6, Section 13.461) 
(2.7) 
and Hilb’s formula 
(sin 4)” (cos i,” PF,B)(cos 0) = N-e ‘(’ “,y + ‘) (-&j)l” J$G9) 
where N = n + (LX + /3 + 1)/2; c and E are fixed positive numbers [5, 
8.21.171. 
We follow the method used by Askey and Wainger [2], and therefore 
wish to replace 
by 01~2J,-,(.ZQ J = j + (a + /3 - 2~ + 1)/Z, using Hilb’s formula (2.8). 
We have then to consider 
1 = ija-P+l/ j:" (sin $irpu+1'2 (~0s !Jai.+lp pp,S)(cos 0) 
x [21/2 (sin !Zjseu+1'2 (cos !f)'-@+1'2 pp,B-u)(COs 6) 
_ J-“+“r(j + a - p + 1) 
Rj + 1) 
elma-, 1 del. 
Setting Z = ZI + Z2 , where, in Z, , the range of integration is [l/k, ~123 
and in I2 , [0, l/k], and using some of the estimates mentioned above, we get 
zl = * i ja-LL+l jwiz k-112e-a-1/2ej-3/2e~-u+1/2 
j=o l/k 
= O(k-” jr;; e1-u de) 
= O(k*-“(c + k”-2 + a,,, log k)) 
= O(k”). 
I2 = 0 
( 
i jOr-U+l J1lk kUek--3/2ea-U+1/2 de 
j=O 0 1 
zzz O(k2rn-P+1/2 11'" da--cL+3/2 de) 
= O(kn--2). 
6401414-4 
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The process of replacing the other Jacobi polynomial by the appropriate 
Bessel function is similar. 
Thus we are led to investigate 
L = i ja--li+l 1 j,:’ (sin i)-” (cos i)-” eJ,-,(.M) Ja(KO) dfl 1 
where K = k + (a + fi + 1)/2. We want to replace (sin 0/2)-11 (cos 0/2)-u 
by 8-u. It is easily seen that (sin 0/2)-u (cos 0/2)-u = (8/2)-u G(8), where 
G(0) = 1, G(B) is b ounded and 1 - G(0) = 0(e2). Thus we have to consider 
E = &~-~+i 1 j:‘” el-qi - G(e)) J,-,(Je) qce) de /. 
We set E = El + E2 , where in El the range of integration is [0, l/k], and 
in E, , [l/k, 7r/2]. 
Applying some of the estimates mentioned above, we get 
= O(k”-2). 
Using the asymptotic formula for Bessel functions and the error term, 
we obtain, for p < 1, 
J% = &u+l j jI:i 81-w - G(e)) J,-,(Je) Ja(Ke) de 1 
i=O 
= 0 
i 
k-112 fj.-u+lP 1 jni2 e-u(l - G(~),+J*KM & 
i=O l/k 
+ 0 
i 
k-312 i ja--rr-l/l j:6 8-u de) 
j=O 
= 0 
( 
k-112 i ja-utll2 
j=O 
&) + O(ka-p-l + k”-2) 
= O(k”-“) + 0 
i 
k-112 
[k/2Ij,-u+l/2 
C - + k-112 
jn-&l/2 
j=. k-j j-,&l k - .i > 
= O(k”-“) + O(k”-“) + O(k”-‘L log k) 
= O(k”). 
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The case t.~ > 1 is easily handled: 
I U(ka-“+l(c + ku-3)), p # 3, = O(k”-2 log k), p = 3, 
= O(k”). 
Finally, we want to replace the range of integration [0, 7r/2] by [0, co). 
Therefore we investigate 
km++’ j jm 
ni2 
6’-“J&H) J,(KB) d0 1 = A, + A, 
by using (2.6). Here A, contains the main terms and A, all the error terms. 
= 0 
i 
k-112 i j - a 
3=0 
u+lP(k &,j)-1) 
= O(kN-@ log k). 
A, = 0 = O(k”-s). 
Up to an error term that we have estimated, we may write for L, 
Using Sonine’s integral (2.7), this leads to 
21-uJyK2 - JZ)u-1 
K”Q4 
i j2m--2U+l(k + j)u-l(k 
j=O 
[k/21 
z. j2a-2u+1(k - j)u--l + i 
i=[k/Z]+l 
j2cl-2u+l(k _ j)u-11) 
= O(k*). 
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Combining all the estimates, we have shown that 
which proves Theorem 3. 
3. RESULTS 
Combining Theorems 1, 2 and 3, we see that for all (y, 6) in the shaded 
region of Fig. 2, relation (A) holds. We shall show now by means of examples 
that that region is exactly the set of all (y, 6) with y > -3, for which (A) 
holds. 
Consider, first, the function (1 + x)~, p > 0. Its Fourier coefficients are 
a, = /~,(a, /3))-1 I;, P;qx)(l - x)*(1 + x)~+@ dx. 
FIGURE 2. 
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Using Rodrigues’s formula (1.1) and integrating by parts, we have 
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a, = 
- 
- 
Thus 
(-- 1)” j’ (1 + x)” (g)‘” ((1 - ++“(l + x)“+~) dx 
2”n! h,(a, j3) -1 
G + 1) 
s l 2”n! hn((Y, p) I$ - n + 1) 
(1 - ~)~+“(l + x)~+~ dx 
-* 
(- l)“+lg Qf + 1) sin p 
7r 5-r qp + I* + l)@ + cf + B + 1) 
(3.1) 
I a, 1 = O(~Z-~-~~-~). 
It follows that (1 + x)” E A(iu, p) if 01 - fl < 2~. 
From (3.1) it is easily derived that the function (1 + x)“, with 
(cx - /3)/2 < TV < (y - 6)/2, p not an integer, belongs to A(ol, p) but not 
to A(y, 6). Thus we have found a function for which relation (A) fails in 
region II of Fig. 2. 
In the same way we can calculate the Fourier coefficients of the function 
(1 - x)” and obtain 
1 a, 1 = O(n-a--2u-1). 
It follows that (1 - x)” E A(ol, /3) if p > 0. 
But if 6 > y, the maximum of the absolute value of the Jacobi polynomials 
is assumed at x = - 1 and PC*@- 1) = O(n*). If 6 > y, the function 
(1 - x)~, with 0 < E.L < (6 - y)/2, ~1 not an integer, belongs to A(ar, ,8) but 
not to A(y, 8). Thus, (A) is not valid in region I of Fig. 2. 
In order to decide whether relation (A) holds in region III, we study the 
function 1 x 1~. Here 
a, = (h,(a, /3))-’ j’ I x 1u PgqX)(l - x)a(l + x)S dx -1 
= &(a, /3))-’ 1 j; ~“P~*~‘(x)(l - x)*(1 + x)~ dx 
+ (-l)n s: x”P$+‘(x)(l - x)0(1 + x)” dxl. 
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If Re p > n - 1, we can use Rodrigues’s formula and integrate by parts. 
We obtain 
a, = 
(2n + 01 + p + 1) rep + 1) nn + a+ B + 1) 
2fl+~+B+lr(n + p + 1) qo! + p + 2) 
x &(p - n + 1, -p - n; QJ + CL + 2; --I) 
+ C-1)” 
(2n + a + p + 1) Q.L + 1) r(n + a+ P + 1) 
2n+a+5+1qn + a + 1) q/3 + /,l + 2) 
x&&-n+ l,- a-?z;p+p+22;-1). (3.2) 
The hypergeometric series zFl (a, b; c; -1) is absolutely convergent if 
Re(a + b - c) < 0, which means here --cy - p - 2n - 1 < 0. This is 
always satisfied (if n 3 1). In this case zFl(a, b; c; - 1) is an analytic function 
of the parameters a, b and c. Since for Re p > PI - 1, a, is given by (3.2), 
it follows by analytic continuation that (3.2) holds for all p with Re TV > - 1. 
Using the simple relation 
zFl(a, b; c; z) = (1 - z)-” zF, (b, c - a; c; 5) 
= (1 - z)-” zF, (c - a, b; c; 5) 
[3, Section 3.8, (4)], a, can be written in the following way: 
a, = 
(2n + a+ p + 1) rep + 1) nn + cx + P + 1) 
2a+lr(n + p + 1) qa + p + 2) 
x ,F,(ol + n + 1, -fl - n; 01 + CL + 2; $) 
+ C-1)” 
(2n + a + p + 1) l$ + 1) r(n + CtJ + B + 1) 
2B+lqn + a + 1) qp + p + 2) 
x ,F,@ + n + 1, --a - n; p + P + 2; 8). 
An asymptotic expansion of the hypergeometric function in this case, for 
large n, has been given by Watson [7]. 
The leading term is 
zFl 
( 
l-z 
a + n, b - n; c; T) N 
2”+b-1r(l - b + n) r(c)(l + e-C)c--a-b-llz 
(n~)~/~I’(c - b + n)(l - e-C)c-1/2 
X {e(n-b)g + exp[&kr(c - t)] e-(n+a)L} 
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where 5 is defined by z = cash i and Re { > 0, -7r < Im 5 < Z-. The 
upper (lower) sign is taken if Im z > (<) 0. In the case in which z - 1 is 
real and negative it is supposed that z attains its value by a limiting process 
which then determines if arg(z - 1) is 7r or -n. The discontinuity in the 
formula is only apparent; if z crosses the real axis between fl, account 
has to be taken of the discontinuity in the value of Im 5. Therefore, 
neflr(n + p + 1) 
’ an ’ = O( nlPl-y?l + 01 + p + p + 2) 
n~+lr(n + a + 1) 
+ d~*r(n + a: + p + /.L + 2) 1 
= qp-v). (3.3) 
Thus, in the case that p > (y. + 3, the function 1 x 111 belongs to A(a, p). 
In the ultraspherical case (E = /3), the Fourier coefficients can easily be 
calculated. We have 
a, = @,(a, a))-’ j’, 1 x IL1 P;+)(l - x~)~ dx. 
Because 1 x 1~ is an even function, the Fourier coefficients vanish for odd n. 
Application of a well-known formula for ultraspherical polynomials (see 
Szegii [5, 4.1.51) yields 
a - 
2n!r(2n+a+ 1) 
2n - h2n(“, cg(2n) ! qn + a + 1) s 
’ ~‘*>-‘I”‘(v)(l - y)“(l + y)‘~4/* dy 
n 0 
= (-1)“(4n + 201 + 1) r(2n + 201 + 1) T(P + 1) sin(p/2)rQn - (p/2)) 
22a+u+lQ2n + a + 1) r(n + 01 + (p/2) + 3) ?rli% * 
(3.4) 
From (3.3) and (3.4) it follows that if y > oi, the function I x I~, with 
01 + 4 < p < y + 4, E.L not an even integer, belongs to A(ol, /3) but not to 
A(y, r). Combined with Theorem 2, this leads to the conclusion that rela- 
tion (A) cannot hold in region III of Fig. 2. 
Thus the shaded region in Fig. 2 is exactly the set (if y 3 -+) where 
relation (A) holds. 
By using the identity Pg*B’(x) = (-1)” P@)(-x), similar results can be 
obtained when 01 < 8. 
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